CAUSE NO. 03-22,254
WILFRED0 BARAHONA,
INDIVIDUALLY AND
AS NEXT FRIEND OF FABIAN
ALEXANDER BARAHONA, A MINOR;
vs.
JERROLD WILLIAM YOUNG,
LEVINGE TRANSPORTATION, LLC,
TOYOTA MOTOR CORPORATION, &
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF

WALKER COUNTY, TEXAS
.-

12* JUD<CIAL DISTRICT

PLAINTIFF’S RESPONSE TO TOYOTA MOTOR CORPORATION’S
AND TOYOTA MOTOR SALES, U.S.A., INC.‘S
MOTION FOR SUMMARY TUDGh&ENT
INTRODUCTION

’

Plaintiff Wilfred0 Barahona, individually and as next friend of Alexander
Barahona, a minor, (“Barahona”) respectfully submits this Response to Toyota
Motor Corporation’s and Toyota Motor Sales, U.S.A., Inc.‘s (collectively
“Toyota’s”) Motion for Summary Judgment.
The Court should deny Toyota’s motion. Initially, Toyota argues that the
car involved in the collision at issue here has been spoliated, such that Barahona
cannot now prove his claims. In reality, the car has not been spoliated. Rather,
Toyota has simply elected to ignore the plentiful physical evidence that exists in
the car and on which Barahona’s design defect expert bases his opinions of
defectiveness. This evidence is more than sufficient to meet the low “scintilla”
threshold, requiring denial of Toyota’s motion.
Second, Toyota argues that Barahona lacks evidence to rebut the
presumption embodied in TEX. CIV. P RAC & REM. CODE 5 82.008. However, the
federal standard Toyota invokes, which regulates forcible release of seatback

latches, does not govern the product risk Barahona alleges, which is inadvertent
actuation of such latches. Moreover, there is more than a scintilla of evidence
that the standard is inadequate to protect the public. Accordingly, the Court
should not grant summary judgment on this ground.
Finally, Toyota argues that there is insufficient evidence entitling
Barahona to exemplary damages.

In fact, Barahona has adduced enough such

evidence, and a jury could find facts necessary to support an award of exemplary
damages.
BACKCMXJND
I.

The Allemtions Against Toyota

Barahona’s Sixth Amended Petition alleges that the family’s 2001 Toyota
Echo was involved in a collision with a truck on September 21,2003 and that six
year old Alex Barahona (“Alex”) - who was sitting, belted, in the rear middle
seat - was rendered a vent-dependent quadriplegic when his seat back became
unlatched and collapsed forward into his back.

See Wilfred0 Barahona Sixth

Amended Petition (“Petition”) at 3-5. Barahona alleges that the Echo was
defectively designed in that (i) the mechanism for retaining the spare tire in the
trunks wheel well was not adequately designed to retain the tire following a
collision of foreseeable severity, causing the tire to strike the seat back, and (ii)
the rear seat latch mechanism was inadequately designed to prevent the latch
from inadvertently actuating when struck by free objects in the trunk, in this case
the tire, causing the seat to fold in on passengers riding in the back. See Exhibit A
(Affidavit of Hunter Craft), Attachment 1 (Elwell Expert Report) at 10-11.
Barahona asserts claims of strict product liability and negligence. See Petition at
4-6.
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Toyota makes much of the fact that Plaintiffs did not initially sue it, and
that the design defect theories contained in the Fifth Amended Petition differ
from those set forth in earlier petitions. See Motion at 3-5. But it is hardly
unusual or somehow suspect for parties to amend pleadings or add new claims
or parties as complex litigation proceeds and as experts are retained and analyze
the facts. Toyota does not claim that Barahona’s allegations were asserted
beyond the statute of limitations, were added in violation of applicable
scheduling deadlines or are otherwise legally untimely.
11.

Ronald Elwell’s ExDert Testimon-v

Barahona’s design defect expert is Ronald Elwell. Elwell was employed
by General Motors as a design engineer for forty years, from 1959 to 1989, and in
that capacity amassed vast experience in several areas, including latching and/or ’
locking mechanisms and structural failure. See Exhibit A, Attachment 2 (Elwell
C.V.). His career at GM included responsibility for the design, testing and
reliability analysis of all GM car and truck latch and striker systems. See id. at 3.
Since 1989, he has consulted in various matters relating to product integrity
analysis and litigation, including in several cases involving latches and locking
mechanisms. See id. at 5-7. Toyota does not challenge Elwell’s qualifications or
expertise.
In forming his opinions about the defectiveness of the Echo’s design in
this case, Elwell examined the trunk, the wheel well in the trunk that houses the
spare tire, the rear seat back, and the latch mechanism on the rear seat. He
determined that, in the collision between the Echo and the Freightliner, the
Echo’s “spare tire retention mechanism broke, allowing the spare tire to become
an unauthorized flying object of great potential harm in an otherwise survivable
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frontal collision.” Exhibit A, Attachment 1 (Elwell Report) at 10. The spare tire
was contained in the wheel well in the trunk by a plastic cap with an embedded
bolt. See Exhibit B (Elwell Deposition Transcript) at 113. As Elwell opines,
“[h]ad the hold-down feature been a steel wing-nut attaching a jack base for the
car, a metal (steel) enlarged cap screw threaded into the anchor nut bracket, or a
steel spare tire anchor system locating the tire in a pocket underneath the trunk,
then any of those systems would have easily prevented Alex Barahona’s lifealtering injuries.” Exhibit A, Attachment 1 (Blwell Report) at 10. ElweII was able
to discern how the plastic cap came off during the collision by examining the
cap’s plastic ribs or fins. See Exhibit B (Elwell Depo.) at 115-23. These fins bent,
and the cap ultimately came off, as the spare tire moved upward and outward in
the collision:
A.

Well, the fins are low indicators that go into the hole as you
tighten it. But as the thing becomes loose and damaged
during the accident, then those fins become bent over. And
thaVs why this one, I can tell, came loose in the accident.. ,

Q:

Okay. And in its nominal orientation in the trunk of a 2001
Toyota Echo, when the spare tire tie-down is affixed to the
spare tire wheel, the fins, do they have engagement with the
wheel itself or do they not have engagement with the wheel?

A.

They are the centering feature of the wheel itself. So they
touch the inside whole diameter of the wheel itself, but they
do not rest on the wheel. It’s only when the vehicle is in an
accident, where the spare tire moves forward, now those fins
are bent and touch the wheel.. .

Q

Okay. And you believe [the plastic cap] was finger tight
because, in part, you recall seeing some damage to the fins of
the Barahona’s spare tire tie down?

A.

Yes.

Id. at 118-20. Photographs showing scuff marks evidence the spare tire’s

progression out of the wheel well during the collision. See id. at 123-25, Depo.
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Exhibits 496, 507, 508. As Elwell further testified, describing damage he
observed in five other Ethos that experienced the same spare tire retention
failures:

Q.

And how do you know, though, sir, the breakage of the cap
is associated with whatever real world accident occurred as
opposed to some post accident cannibalization or alteration
of the vehicle?

A:

The condition of the plastic retainer and the condition of the
bolt, and the condition of the bracket - basket, just as
importantly the bracket that underlines where the bolt and
its nut meet, are consistent with every direction of principal
impact or principal direction of force, PDOFs of these
accidents, and every one of them had the same result.. , So
these are all rubber stamps of the Barahona experience.

Id. at 138-39.
After the plastic cap came off and the spare tire was freed to act as a
projectile, the tire struck the rear left seat back: “The free flying spare tire was
directed by the accelerations of impact to strike forward and towards the left
hand ‘A’ pillar. I believe the spare tire hit twice in a staccato impact first at the
bottom of Alex’s seat back and then at its top. The spare tire rotated in mid-air. N
Exhibit A, Attachment 1 (Elwell Report) at 10. Elwell reached this conclusion
after studying a concave mark corresponding to a tire imprint that is visible on
the rear seat back:

Q.

. . .[W]hy is it that you believe that a spare tire, that weighs
considerably less than the ECE loads would cause the latch
to give and the seat back to come forward in this accident.

A.

Because the seat is concave the way it is because of a spare
tire strike. And whether or not we want to argue about what
caused that concavity, I think the jury will see that when you
put the spare tire against the back of that seat, that there is
no question about what put that mark.. .

See Exhibit B (Elwell Depo.) at 94.

As a result of the spare tire striking the left seat back during the collision,
the latch holding the seat in the locked, upright position actuated, causing the
seat back to fold down and strike Alex. “Well, it didn’t come forward by
accident, but it was released through its release mechanism and the attachment
of that rod to the pawl. That caused, when the seat got hit by that spare tire, it
energized the pawl, and the paw1 released the fork bolt. And the fork bolt, it’s
demonstrably shown on the striker that the fork bolt released while it was over
on the left side of the striker. And indelibly printed there.” Id. at 95. As EIwell
further explained, speaking of the movement of the left rear seat caused by the
blow from the spare tire: “But then, as the load builds up and the rear seat moves
to the left, the rear seat back, moves to the left, the fork bolt started digging in
further and further until it got to the left corner, where it just completely
sloughed off the metal [of the latch striker].” Id. at 106. In an exchange with
Toyota’s counsel, Elwell summarized:

Q:

All right. Well, let me see if I have the sequencing correct,
Mr. Elwell. And I’m sure you’ll correct me if I don’t, but let
me try.
The accident happens. The spare tire comes loose out
of its well, it moves forward and engages the base of the 60
portion of the 60/40 fold down seat causing the defarmation,
which we see. At that point, the latch is engaged with the
striker?

A:

Yes.

Q:

The spare tire then rotates up so that it’s in a somewhat
vertical or flat orientation now against the seat back, causing
the damage we see to the seat back, both low and high, or now
higher on the seat back?

A:

Higher is a good choice of words.

Q:

On the seat back. At which point then the seat begins to
twist. And when that twisting action occurs, now the fork
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bolt and the detent lever paw1 are both going to start sliding
down, or at least the fork bolt is going to start sliding down
the striker. And the release rod is being excited by the load
being applied to the seat, it results in engagement being lost
between the detent paw1 and the fork bolt, which has slid
now to the far end of the striker, Zeaving the scarfing marks or
the scrape marks that we see. At which point then you believe
the latch is either pulled across the top of the striker, or the
latch actually rotates into its open position, and the seat
comes forward?
A:

It’s rotating in a partial opened position. By the time latch
slid to the far left, the fork bolt had already started to
disengage, but the fork bolt was slammed into the striker.
And that’s what caused those deep metallurgical gouges.
But then the fork bolt continued losing purchase with
the striker. Those are the road tracks, if you will, of how the
fork bolt was jammed into the striker, the striker was coldworked by the detent, the fork bolt lever, and the loss itself
of purchase.

Id. at 109-10 (emphases added).
As the italicized portions of the above exchange make clear, Elwell’s
opinion about how the latch actuated during the accident is based on his
inspection of the physical evidence in the Echo. Specifically, scrape marks on the
latch’s striker and fork bolt and white paint on the fork bolt demonstrate the
disengagement the latch underwent as a result of the blow from the spare tire.
See id. at 104-05, 112-13. Photographs of the latch mechanism document the
physical changes that occurred during the collision. See id. at 102-06, Deposition
Exhibits 595,596,597,701,705,706. Elwell opines that a hardened striker on the
seat back latch, of the kind used in other vehicles and on door, hood and trunk
latches, would have prevented the inadvertent actuation of the latch that caused
Alex’s injury. See Exhibit A, Attachment 1 (Elwell Report) at 10.
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III.

Inspection and Conditiion of the Echo After the Cdlision

Contrary to Toyota’s claim that there is no evidence of the condition of the
Echo shortly after the accident, Wiana Smith, a witness, testified that existing
photos fairly and accurately depict how the rear seatbacks looked when she was
present at the scene of the accident. See Exhibit C (Smith Deposition Transcript).
Co-defendant Jerrold Young testified identically. See Exhibit D (Young
Deposition Transcript). Shane Robinson, the wrecker driver who arrived at the
accident scene, testified that existing photos fairly and accurately depict how the
rear seatbacks looked when the car arrived at his wrecker yard, and that no one
moved or altered the seats or opened the trunk at the accident scene. See Exhibit
E (Robinson Deposition Transcript). John Sweatt, an investigator hired by codefendant Levinge Transportation, also viewed the Echo two days after the
accident and videotaped and photographed the car, including its seatbacks. See
Exhibit F (Sweatt Deposition Transcript) at 7-10, 27-30. All of the photographs
these witnesses testified about have been available to all parties during the
litigation of this case.
At some point after the Echo arrived at the wrecker yard, Barahona
returned to the car and removed personal items - books, a tool box and toys from the interior of the car and the glove compartment. See Exhibit G (Wilfred0
Barahona Deposition Transcript) at 37-40. When Barahona saw the car on that
occasion, the rear seat back was pushed forward at something akin to a 45 degree
angle with the seat bottom. See id. at 39. Barahona moved the seat back in order
to reach and retrieve some of the personal items underneath it. See id. at 39-40.
In its motion, Toyota asserts that Barahona disengaged the rear seat’s security
lock while removing the personal items near the seat, see Motion at 4, but
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Barahona did not testify to doing so and, in fact, testified that the seat was
unlocked when he first encountered it. See id. at 39.’ Nor is it apparent how the
seat back could be locked if it was already slanting forward at a 45 degree angle
to the seat bottom. See, e.g., Motion at 6 (“The 60/40 split rear seat can be folded
down when the seatback security lock lever is.. . unlocked.. .“)
Toyota asserts in its motion that, “[w]hen Toyota was allowed to inspect
the vehicle’s trunk area, the tire, ‘resin cap,’ plastic wheel well cover and carpet
were all removed from the vehicle. See Ex. ‘Jo’ As a result, the Toyota
Defendants never had an opportunity to inspect these items inside the vehicle in
their true post-accident condition.” Motion at 6. To be clear, however, there is
no dispute that these items were available for Toyota to inspect and that Toyota’s
design expert, Gary Fowler, did so in the course of forming and rendering his
opinions. See Exhibit H (Fowler Deposition Transcript) at 36 (examined spare
tire retention system), 44-45 (examined plastic nut holding tire in wheel well), 50
(staff weighed spare tire). Toyota’s complaint seems to be simply that they were
not inside the vehicle lying in exactly the same position they occupied
immediately following the collision.

During Barahona’s deposition, the following exchange occurred: “Q: Was
e rear seat] locked - A: No. Q: a - in that position? A: Huh-uh. Q: Did you were you able to move it if you wanted to? A: It was moveable. We had to,
because some of the stuff had flown underneath there that we had to take out,
clear out.” See Exhibit G (Wilfred0 Barahona Depo.) at 39. Toyota apparently
relies on this testimony in claiming Barahona unlocked the seat, see Motion at 4
(citing Deposition at p. 39), but it actually indicates the opposite: the seat was
unlocked and moveable, and Barahona did not unlock it because he did not need
to in order to retrieve the personal items.
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SUMMARY JUDGMENT EVIDENCE
Pursuant to Tex. R. Civ. P.l66a(d), Plaintiff hereby incorporates by
reference and for all purposes relies on the following summary judgment
evidence:
e

All evidence filed by Toyota in support of its motion

f) Exhibit A:

Affidavit of Hunter Craft and Attachments

0 Exhibit B:

Deposition Transcript of Ronald Elwell and attached
Deposition Exhibits

e Exhibit C:

Deposition Transcript of Wiana Smith and attached
Deposition Exhibits

* Exhibit D:

Deposition Transcript of Jerrold Young and attached
Deposition Exhibits

0 Exhibit E:

Deposition Transcript of Shane Robinson and attached
Deposition Exhibits

0 Exhibit F:

Deposition Transcript of John Sweatt and attached
Deposition Exhibits

e Exhibit G:

Deposition Transcript of Wilfred0 Barahona

0 Exhibit H:

Deposition Transcript of Gary Fowler

0 Exhibit I:

Passenger Car Safety Dynamics - An Engineering Pilot
Study to Determine Comparative Human Injury Potentials
in Vehicle Accidents, Research Center of Motor Vehicle
Research of New Hampshire 1965

m Exhibit J:

Deposition Transcript of Norio Yasuda

0 Exhibit K:

Deposition Transcript of Alan Dorris

0 Exhibit L:

House and Senate Journal Excerpts
ARGUMENT

I.

Toyota’s Spoliation Argument is Meritless

Toyota first daims that Barahona has no evidence to prove his claims
because, shortly after the accident, Barahona moved the seat back in the Echo
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and removed a handful of personal items. Toyota also claims - without
providing evidence the Court could consider in deciding a summary judgment
motion - that Plaintiff’s counsel also altered the car. Toyota’s claim of spoliation
is baseless and should be rejected.
The fatal weakness in Toyota’s spoliation argument is its nearly complete
disregard of the physical evidence Barahona actually relies on to establish design
defects. Although ignored in Toyota’s motion, that evidence is described at
length in Elwell’s expert report and deposition. Based on his inspections of the
Echo, Elwell identified several telltale signs confirming how and why the
defective seat back latch failed. Specifically, he described the bending and
deformation of the plastic ribs or fins present in the plastic cap that secured the
spare tire in the wheel well. See pp. 3-8, supra. He also cited the bent spare tire
bolt, scuff marks indicating the spare tire’s progress out of the wheel well, and
the condition of the spare tire bracket. See id.

Elwell further testified that a

concave impression in the left rear seat back exactly matched the spare tire supporting his conclusion that the spare tire struck the seat back once it was
freed to become a projectile in the trunk by the failure of the defective plastic cap.
See id. Finally, ElweII rests his conclusions about how and why the seat back
latch actuated after the seat was struck by the spare tire on scrape marks on the
latch’s striker and fork bolt and white paint on the fork bolt. See id.
In other words, the Echo contains ample physical evidence supporting
Barahona’s claims. Yet Toyota completely fails to explain why this evidence is
somehow deficient or does not constitute more than a scintilla of probative
evidence from which a jury could conclude that Elwell’s opinions are correct and
that, therefore, defects have been proven. Instead, Toyota virtually ignores this
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evidence, on which Barahona’s liability case is based, and asserts without
support that, because Barahona moved the seat back, no defect can be proved.
No reason is given as to why one or more movements of the seat back after the
accident necessarily means that “any evidence the seatback failed would
necessarily be nothing more than mere speculation.” Motion at 11. The
proposition is simply asserted.
Not only does Toyota fail to give reasons why a movement of the seat
back makes the physical evidence Elwell relies on nonprobative, it also neglects
to provide expert testimony in support of that claim, though the matter is hardly
one laypeople could be expected to deduce on their own. In fact, Toyota’s own
expert does not seem to endorse its theory that the alleged spoliation makes the
case impossible to analyze or understand - a fact that should dispose of Toyota’s
motion.

Toyota’s expert Fowler inspected the Echo earlier this year, at

approximately the same time as ElweIl.2

He examined the same physical

evidence as did Elwell. He did not come away from his review and analysis of
the car with the view Toyota presses in this motion - that the car has been
spoliated and that it is now therefore impossible to determine what happened in
the collision. Rather, after inspecting the Echo and considering other evidence,
Fowler renders a variety of opinions about how the back rests and latches
functioned during the collision. See Exhibit A, Attachment 3 (Fowler Expert
Report) at 3. These opinions may differ from Elwell’s, but they illustrate that it is
quite possible to draw reliable conclusions from the existing physical evidence.
Elwell first inspected the Echo on January 18, 2006. See Exhibit A,
Attachment 1 (Elwell Report) at 3. In its motion, Toyota claims its
“representative” first inspected the car on December 20,2005. See Motion at 11.
In his deposition, Fowler reports inspecting the car on March 21, 2006. See
Exhibit H (Fowler Depo.) at 10.
2
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If, as Toyota now claims, post-accident movement of the seatback made
analyzing the events of the accident impossible and thereby deprived Barahona
of any way to prove a defect, Fowler would presumably have said so and
declined to render opinions himself. Indeed, at the same time Toyota claims
summary judgment is required because Barahona moved the seat, it amazingly
criticizes his counsel for refusing to allow Fowler to perform the same maneuver:
“The Toyota representative requested permission to fold down the rem seats.. . ”
Motion at 11 (emphasis added). If moving the rear seats spoliates the car, one
wonders why Toyota’s expert wanted to do it.
In addition to complaining about post-accident movement of the seats,
Toyota asserts that the “contents of the trunk” have been discarded. Motion at
10. In fact, the spare tire and a tool box, in the trunk at the time of the accident,
were available for inspection and were inspected by Toyota’s expert. See Exhibit
H (Fowler Depo.) at 20 (tool box), 50 (spare tire). Toyota does not explain why it
is important that these or other items mentioned as being in the trunk or car,
such as a laundry basket and school books, have been moved from their original
position after the accident, and Toyota’s own expert does not appear to care
about the matter either:

Q.

What is your understanding.. . as to what was in the trunk of
the vehicle at the time of the accident?

A.

My understanding is there was a laundry detergent bottle,
some tools, perhaps a laundry basket or some laundry. It’s
not real clear to my mind. I haven’t focused on that.. .

See id. at 18 (emphasis added).
Toyota also alleges that Barahona’s counsel “continued to alter the vehicle
even though this lawsuit was pending,” and makes various claims about what
13

happened during its agents’ inspections of the vehicle.

Motion at 11.

Occasionally in this discussion, Toyota puzzlingly cites to Exhibit J of its motion,
which is a four page summary of the content of the petitions in this case from
Toyota’s point of view, and which actually contains no information about the
inspections. See id., Exhibit J. Because Toyota has not provided the Court with
sworn testimony about the inspections or other claimed actions of Barahona’s
counsel, Toyota’s allegations cannot be considered by the Court in deciding this
motion.

See Tex. R. Civ. P. 166a(c) (listing competent summary judgment

evidence).
More important, for the reasons discussed above, Toyota does not explain
how these alleged actions - moving the seat back again and taking some items
out of trunk - require summary judgment or render the physical evidence
painstakingly laid out by Elwell insufficient to establish Plaintiffs’ claims. For
example, Toyota claims in this discussion that “[plhysical evidence regarding
what was in the trunk and where it ended up after the accident is critical to
determining if the rear seatback and latch were defective and whether that
alleged defect caused Plaintiffs’ injuries,” Motion at 12, but, again, it neither
explains why this is “critical” nor establishes the inadequacy of the physical
evidence that is available to and was cited by both ElweII and FowIer.3 Nor does
Toyota explain the deficiency of photographs available to it that witnesses have
testified accurately depict the seatbacks immediately after the collision.

Similarly, Toyota asserts that “mishandling and damage around the
vehicle’s spare tire well after the accident permanently altered the vehicle.”
Motion at 14. There is no summary judgment evidence supporting this claim of
mishandling or damage, and Toyota fails to explain what damage it is referring
to or why it is important.
3
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In the same vein, Toyota asserts that “Plaintiffs did not identify which
items were ‘exemplars,’ which items were actually in the vehicle, or where the
items were found in the trunk after the accident” and “never produced any
information establishing or documenting the dimensions and weight of all of the
items in the trunk at the time of the accident, or where each item was found after
the accident.” Motion at 12. Toyota again cites its Exhibit J “litigation timeline,”
for support here, see id., though that document is unsworn and simply
summarizes the pleadings from Toyota’s viewpoint. See id. Toyota was free to
explore these subjects during discovery, and its motion does not contain
competent summary judgment evidence on these topics, such as discovery
responses or deposition testimony. Additionally, Toyota nowhere explains why
these issues - exemplars vs. actual items, dimensions and weight of objects in the
trunk, or location of each item after the accident - matter, much less require
summary judgment.
In its only stab at addressing the physical evidence that is present in the
Echo, and on which Barahona and his expert base their case, Toyota claims that
there is no way to know whether the markings, scrapes and paint transfer Elwell
cites were present before the accident or resulted from post-accident handling.
See Motion at 14. But Toyota has adduced no evidence whatever that these
markings existed before the collision or were added afterwards, nor does it offer
expert testimony or other evidence suggesting Elwell’s interpretation of the
markings is incorrect. At a minimum, when these markings arose and what they
signify are ordinary and subsidiary factual matters to be considered by the jury
when deciding on liability, nothing more.
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In support of its spoliation argument, Toyota cites numerous decisions, all
but one from other jurisdictions, wherein the destruction of evidence either
precluded defense of the claims or required summary judgment. See Motion at
12-13. Barahona does not take issue with the basic legal principle that
destruction of the product at issue will, on occasion, make litigation of product
liability claims impossible, but that is not remotely what has occurred here. In all
but one of the decisions cited by Toyota, the entire car or other allegedly
defective product or part was destroyed or sold by the plaintiff, making any
physical inspection or analysis of the claimed defect impossible.4 The only Texas
decision Toyota cites, Glover v. Ford Motor Co., 1997 WL 106110 (W.D. Tex. 1997),
is typical in that the Ford Bronco II at issue was sold and completely unavailable
to the defense, and plaintiff’s expert, who had also never seen the vehicle, based
his testimony of defect entirely on the general rollover propensities of the Bronco
II and other accidents. See id. at * 3-5. Here, of course, not only has the Echo not
been destroyed or sold, but the physical evidence Barahona relies on to prove the
See Flury v. DaimZer Chrysler Corp.,427 F.3d 939 (llth Cir. 2005) (car sold for
salvage, totally unavailable to defense); Glover v. Ford Motor Co., 1997 WL 106110
(W.D. Tex. 1997) (vehicle sold, totally unavailable to defense); Am. FamiZy Ins. Co.
v. Village Pontiac G&K, Inc., 585 N.E.2d 1115 (Ill. App. 1992) (car destroyed,
totally unavailable to defense); Roseli v. G.E., 599 A.2d 685 (Pa. Super. 1991)
(fragments of glass carafe that exploded lost, totally unavailable to defense);
Graves v. Daley, 526 N.E.2d 679 (Ill. App. 1988) (furnace destroyed, totally
unavailable to defense); Powe v. Wagner EZec. Sales Cop, 589 F. Supp. 657 (S.D.
Miss. 1984) (allegedly defective master cylinder not retained, totally unavailable
to defense); Casetta v. US. Rubber Co., 260 Cal. App. 2d 792 (Cal. App. 1968) (tire
absent, totally unavailable to defense).
4

In one case Toyota cites, Ralston v. Casanova, 473 N.E.2d 444 (Ill. App.
1984), the allegedly defective seatbelt assembly had not be totally destroyed but
disassembled by plaintiff’s expert, and an independent court-appointed expert
determined that the disassembly rendered any future inspection or testing
unreliable. Moreover, the disassembly violated a specific preservation order of
the court. See id. at 44647.
16

alleged defects is available for inspection by Toyota and has actually been seen
and considered by Toyota’s expert.
Moreover, there is no per se requirement that vehicles at the center of
lawsuits be maintained in exactly the same condition that exists seconds after an
accident, as Toyota’s motion necessarily implies. For example, in In re Ford &fotor
Co., 988 S.W.2d 714 (Tex. 1998), the Texas Supreme Court rejected Ford’s
argument that it could not defend against a product liability suit arising from a
collision involving a Ford vehicle because the condition of the car had changed
since the accident: “The record-demonstrates that the car is not now in the same
condition as it was~soonafter the accident when [the insurer’s expert] examined
it and prepared his report. However, Ford has not clearly established the
impossibility of now determining the condition of the brakes or cruise control
system when the accident occurred.” Id. at 721. Although it is unnecessary here
because of the existence of the physical evidence underlying Elwell’s opinions,
product liability cases can also be proved on the basis of circumstantial evidence
alone, such as photographs and eyewitness testimony, without the direct
physical evidence available in this case. See Parsons v. Ford Motor Co., 85 S.W.3d
323,329 (Tex. App. - Austin 2002) (“Direct evidence is not required to establish
the existence of a defect; often it can be proven by circumstantial evidence,
particularly where a latent defect is involved”); accord Fulgham v. FFE
Transportation Serv., Inc., 2005 WL 1621425 at “2 (Tex. App. - Dallas 2005)
(circumstantial evidence, including photos and eyewitness testimony, sufficient
to prove plaintiff’s case, such that plaintiff may not rely on spohation
presumption alone).
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In this case, as in In re Ford A4otor Co., Toyota has not established the
impossibility of rebutting Barahona’s claims of defect simply because the seat
back was moved and items allegedly removed from the trunk. Nor has Toyota
addressed the circumstantial evidence bearing on the seat back before it was
moved, such as the photos verified by various witnesses who saw the car at the
accident scene and the wrecker yard. In addition, it would be impossible to
maintain vehicles after accidents in the sort of exact condition Toyota implicitly
suggests is legally required. In order to move cars that have been in accidents off
roadways, extract injured people from seats and seatbelts, and retrieve personal
belongings, it is necessary and reasonable to effect changes in the scene of an
accident, including the vehicles involved. No vehicle could be maintained
following an accident as Toyota appears to demand - with each object
(presumably including people) in exactly the same spot as at the precise moment
when the accident ends.

The preservation requirement Toyota essentially

advocates would make product liability claims involving vehicles nearly
impossible. Instead, the question is simply whether the claims alleged can be
proved with the evidence that does exist.
Finally, to the degree Toyota also casts its spoliation argument as an attack
on the reliability of Elwell’s testimony, see Motion at 15-16, the argument is
without merit. As discussed above, Toyota is simply willfully ignoring the
physical evidence underlying Elwell’s opinions. Toyota asserts that, “[wlithout
examining the Echo’s trunk contents as they were immediately after the accident,
Plaintiff’s experts would have no way of showing which items struck the rear
seat back and caused Alex Barahona’s injuries as alleged by Plaintiffs, or whether
the ‘tie down bolt’ failed before or after the accident.” Motion at 16. But this
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overlooks the facts that Elwell has examined (i) the concave impression in the
seat back and concluded that it was caused by the tire because its shape matches
the tire, which he has also inspected; (ii) the bolt and plastic cap, and formed his
/
impressions based on their physical appearance; and (iii) the latch, and
concluded that scuff marks and paint loss indicate how and why it failed during
the collision. Toyota is not required to agree with Elwell’s conclusions, of course,
but it cannot reasonably claim they are not based on physical evidence or that
they do not constitute more than a scintilla of evidence of defect.
In sum, Toyota asserts that Barahona cannot recover because he lacks
“direct physical evidence to support the required defect or causation elements”
of his claims, Motion at 14, but it is precisely because Barahona and his expert do
rely on such physical evidence - evidence that was equally available to and
examined by Toyota’s expert - that Toyota’s argument based on spoliation
should be rejected.
II.

Toyota is Not Entitled to Summarv ludament Based on
Compliance with Federal Rewlations

Toyota also seeks summary judgment on the basis of TEX. CIV. PRAC &
REM. CODE Q 82.008. See Motion at 16-19. The Court should deny Toyota’s

motion because the federal standard Toyota relies on, Federal Motor Vehicle
Safety Standard (“FMVSSN) No. 207, does not govern the product risk at issue in
this case and is inadequate to protect the public from unreasonable risk of the
injury Alex suffered.
TEX. CIV. PRAC & REM. CODE 5 82.008(a) establishes a rebuttable

presumption of manufacturer non-liability for injury caused by defective product
design if the product conforms to federal safety standards “that governed the
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product risk that allegedly caused harm.” A plaintiff can rebut the presumption
by establishing, inter aIia, that “the mandatory federal safety standards or
regulations applicable to the product were inadequate to protect the public from
unreasonable risks of injury or damage.” TEX. CIV. PRAC & REM. CODE f.j
82.008(b).

In both the Texas House and Senate, in identical remarks inserted

into the House and Senate Journals as Statements of Legislative Intent, the
sponsors of the bill containing 9 82.008 explained the requirement that the
regulatory standard invoked by the manufacturer govern the alleged product
risk:
HB 4 - STATEMENT OF LEGISLATIVE INTENT
****

REPRESENTATIVE NIXON: . ..The bill provides that the
presumption comes into play only when there is a mandatory
federal standard that “governed the product risk that allegedly
caused harm”. T~~~~~~~t..~of~,;this- language is to have the
pre~m~tiO~L,app~y,
.only mwggyj&--~ ~~-~~~~~~L;~~~~~.~~~~~~~~t.lis
d@~@&v~~,q&te ,,& age&, ,of &e ~~~~~~~~:~~.:T$ .&e
pr~~~~~~~~:~e:~lplai~~f~-

&ms is &fe&ve; fie intent of fie bi&s

t~~~s~~-tt~-~.~e~.~s~.arelationship between the- federal star&rd
inquestion and the defect being alleged by the .@.intiff. If there is
n~a~rela~onship, the presUmption~$ll not al@E

’

Exhibit L (House Journal, 78’ Legislature, Reg. Sess., June 1,2003 at 6038); accord
id. (Senate Journal, 78* Legislature, Reg. Sess, June 1,2003 at 5006).
In this case, while Barahona does not contest that the Echo may comply
with FMVSS 207, Toyota is not entitled to claim the rebuttable presumption
because that standard does not govern the product risk at issue. Initially, there is
no dispute that the standard does not apply to securing spare tires or other
contents in a vehicle’s wheel well or trunk. Rather, Toyota claims the standard is
applicable because, “[wlhatever happened in the trunk.. . it only had an effect on
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Alex if the seat back collapsed forward as alleged by Plaintiffs.” Motion at 17.
Barahona alleges, however, that the Echo’s latch is prone to inadvertent actuation
and is defective because the rear seat latch is unable to resist inadvertent
actuation during dynamic impacts to the seat. See Petition at 4. FMVSS 207 does
not address actuation of the seatback latches during impacts with cargo located
in a vehicle during collisions. It merely addresses a vehicle’s seatback strength
and, theoretically, a seatback latch’s ability to withstand forcible release, not
actuation, during a collision event. Toyota has wrongly lumped two entirely
different defective latch conditions - inadvertent actuation and forcible release under one “product risk” umbrella. When the product risk actually alleged in
this case is considered, it is clear FMVSS 207, and thus 5 82.008, does not apply.
Moreover, 5 82.008(b) provides that, even if a federal standard addresses
the specific product risk at issue, a plaintiff may rebut the presumption by
establishing that the subject standard was “inadequate to protect the public from
unreasonable risks of injury or damage.” For the same reasons that FMVSS 207
is inapplicable to the “product risk” of actuation at issue here, it cannot protect
consumers like Alex from the unreasonable risk of inadvertent actuation of the
latch because: (1) the standard provides for a static pull test, seeking to replicate
the inertial forces experienced by vehicle seatbacks during collisions, and does
nothing whatsoever to replicate a dynamic impact with the seatback of the sort
likely to cause inadvertent actuation; and (2) it seeks to test latch failure via
forcible latch release, and does nothing to replicate a situation in which a latch
may fail via inadvertent actuation. Thus, even if Toyota could show that FMVSS
207 actually governs the product risk at issue in this case, there is more than a
scintilIa of evidence that Barahona has rebutted the “no defect” presumption by
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demonstrating that the standard is inadequate to protect the public from
inadvertent latch failures, especially those caused by vibrations generated by
dynamic impacts to the seatback.
III.
Finally, Toyota argues that the Court should dismiss Barahona’s claim for
exemplary damages because Barahona is unable to produce a scintilla of
evidence establishing malice or gross negligence. The Court should deny
Toyota’s motion in this regard.
Exemplary damages may be awarded .upon proof of gross negligence,
which is defined as an act or omission:

TEX.

(A)

which when viewed objectively from the standpoint of the
actor at the time of its occurrence involves an extreme
degree of risk, considering the probability and magnitude of
the potential harm to others; and

0%

of which the actor has actual, subjective awareness of the
risk involved, but nevertheless proceeds with conscious
indifference to the rights, safety, or welfare of others.

Crv. PRAC & REM. CODE $j 41.001(11). Gross negligence may be found from

reasonable inference drawn from the available evidence. General Motors Corp. v.
Sanchez, 997 S.W.2d 584, 596 (Tex. 1999).

It may be proved by circumstantial

evidence, Mobil Oil Corp. v. ElIender, 968 S.W.2d 917, 921 (Tex. 1998), and
factfinders should consider all surrounding facts and circumstances. Id. at 922.
Importantly, “the fact that a defendant exercises some care does not insulate the
defendant from gross negligence liability.” Id. at 923-24.
The “conscious indifference” element of gross negligence calls for an
analysis of the defendanfs subjective knowledge and state of mind. See, e.g., Ford
Motor Co. ZI. Miles, 967 S.W.2d 377, 380 (Tex. 1998) (Gonzalez, J., concurring)
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(referring to conscious indifference component of gross negligence as trial on
“defendant’s state of mind”). As the Fifth Circuit commented in Many v.
FreightlinerCorp., 722 F.2d 1238 (5th Cir. 1984), a decision Toyota cites as an
example of the proper application of exemplary damages: “What lifts ordinary
negligence into gross negligence is the mental attitude of the defendant.” Id. at
1240; Motion at 25. And it has long been the rule that disputes over a party’s
state of mind should generally be left to the jury.

See Fenleyv. Mrs. Baird’s

Bakeries, Inc., 59 S.W.3d 314,320 (Tex. App. - Texarkana 2001).
The Court should reject Toyota’s attempt to .preclude Barahona from
seeking exemplary damages. The evidence developed in this case demonstrates
that Toyota had both objective and subjective knowledge of the hazards
presented by the Echo. It is well established that, for decades prior to the design
and manufacture of the Barahona vehicle, the automobile industry had
knowledge of the importance of the danger that trunk cargo presents to vehicle
passengers. In 1965, Andrew J. White of the Motor Vehicle Research Institute
published an industry-available publication that highlighted the danger of
“‘payload’ items stored in the trunk area of vehicles,” the duty of automakers to
give “serious consideration” to “spare tire and wheel fastening,” and the
importance of “the structural strength of trunk barriers and their resistance to
forces involved [in collisions].” See Exhibit I (Passenger Car Safety Dynamics An Engineering Pilot Study to Determine Comparative Human Injury Potentials
in Vehicle Accidents, Research Center of Motor Vehicle Research of New
Hampshire, 1965) at 184.
Additionally, Toyota itself has, for decades, understood the likelihood of
accident modes such as that which occurred here. See Exhibit J (Deposition
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Transcript of Norio Yasuda) at 48-49. Specifically, with regard to the necessity to
retain the spare tire during collision events, Toyota’s witness Norio Yasuda
testified:

Q:

Toyota has known for decades the necessity of adequately
securing spare tires in collision events, has it not?

A:

Yes, we understand that.

Q:

All right. And, in fact, not only does Toyota understand
now but has understood that concept for decades, correct?

A:

Correct.

Q:

Why is it important to secure a spare tire during collision
events?

A:

In accidents, if the spare tire is retained in the original
location where it was mounted within reasons, then various
safety performance can be assured, and there are several
safety performances.

Q:

Why is it important that safety performance be assured in
these crash events?

A:

With that you can avoid serious injuries to the occupant.

Q:

Injuries such as those sustained by Alex Barahona in the
subject accident, correct, sir?

A:

It is my understanding that he has received severe injuries.
It is preferable it the spare tire is retained in original position
in order to reduce the risks of various injuries.

Id. at 136-137.

Additionally, Alan Dorris, Toyota’s expert witness with respect to
warnings, agreed that Toyota must have had actual knowledge of the hazard of
Alex’s restraint being rendered useless in events in which the rear seat latch fails:

Q:

All right. And whoever warns [consumers] of a certain
hazard, i.e. Toyota, they have to have knowledge that that
hazard exists; is that correct?

A:

Or a potential hazard, sure.
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Q:

Sure. But you have to have a subjective knowledge of the
potential for that hazard to occur, correct?

A:

I would think so, yes.

See Exhibit K (Deposition Transcript of Alan Dorris) at 22.

Speaking of the

Echo’s Owner’s Manual, Dorris continued:

Q:

You would agree with me there is a box on there that has a
triangle with an exclamation point in the middle that says,
“Caution,“ correct?

A:

Correct.

Q:

And the reason that Toyota puts that in there is because any
time we see this triangle with the exclamation point and the
word “Caution,” it indicates that this is a warning against
something which may cause injury to people if the warning
is ignored. “You are informed about what you must or must
not do in order to avoid or reduce the risk to yourself and
other people”; is that correct?

A:

You read that correctly, yes.

ILL at 24-25. Don-is further testified:

Q:

If we look on page 27 [of the owner’s manual] we’re going to
find that caution symbol that we talked about earlier . . .; is
that right?

A:

Yes.

Q:

In other words, if the seat back is not securely locked, what
Toyota is telling us, that if that seat moves forward, it will
prevent the seat belt from operating properly; is that correct?

A:

That’s what it says, yes.

Q:

That is a known hazard that Toyota, when they printed this
owner’s manual, told owners of the Toyota Echo; is that
correct?

A:

Well, again, if by known we mean either they had actual
knowledge or they had determined that that could happen,
sure.

Id. at 26-27.
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Yet even with the benefit of this actual knowledge, Toyota chose to use a
plastic retention device in the Echo, at the same time it placed the sturdier metal
system in its other vehicle lines. As Yasuda testified:

Q:

Has Toyota at any time ever utilized an all-metal tie-down
system for mounting its spare tire in the trunks of its
vehicles?

A:

Yes.

Q:

All right. Dating back to when, sir?

A:

It has been used since long ago, and it is my understanding
that it is in use as well in some vehicles.

Q:

Today?

A:

Yes, that is my recollection.

Exhibit J (Yasuda Depo.) at 151-152. Thus, despite both objective and subjective
knowledge of the risks that manifested themselves in the Barahona accident,
Toyota acted with gross negligence in failing to use devices it has utilized “for
decades” in its other vehicles. Protecting some persons in some situations from a
hazard while leaving others exposed is classic evidence of conscious indifference.
See, e.g., EZZender, 968 S.W.2d at 92425 (failure to protect contract workers while
protecting employees shows conscious indifference). Contrary to Toyota’s claim,
the evidence indicates that it did “ma[ke] a conscious decision to knowingly
implement a design [it] knew to be less safe than an alternative design,” Motion
at 24, namely, metal tie-down systems.
Toyota argues that a jury could not find it was consciously indifferent to
the risks posed by its design because it was attempting to develop improvements
to the Echo and because it complied with safety standards. See id. at 23. But
Sanchez does not establish a per se rule that any level of compliance of any sort
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with regulations immunizes a product manufacturer from exemplary damages,
regardless of how inapplicable the regulation or ineffective the rule. In this case,
FMVSS 207 does not govern the product risk this case focuses on, inadvertent
latch actuation, and, as discussed above, the rule is inadequate to protect the
public in any case.

ECE 17, a standard inapplicable to vehicles sold in the

United States which Toyota also stresses, does not evaluate the performance of
vehicles’ spare-tire mounting systems. In fact, the ECE 17 test requires that test
blocks actually be placed on top of the spare tire well, thus providing false
assurance that the tire will not escape the well though this test environment is
not duplicated in real world accidents like Alex’s. See Motion, Exhibit C at
006310 (Annex 9, Test Procedure). Toyota claims it was “adopting and exceeding
the best practices in the world related to seatback strength and resistance of
cargo intrusion,” but these practices simply do not adequately address the harm
that befell Alex.
By the same token, while Toyota claims it was “working on the problem”
by “attempting to develop improvements to their vehicles,” Motion at 23-24, it
offers no evidence it was doing anything at the time it manufactured the
Barahonas’ vehicle to correct the dangerous deficiencies in the spare tire
retention system and latch. Nor is it persuasive that Toyota supposedly boasts of
“entire departments devoted to vehicle design and safety,” and conducted some
testing of some sort on the Echo. See Motion at 26. Again, exercising “some care
does not insulate the defendant from gross negligence liability.” Ellender, 968
S.W.2d at 923-24. The question is whether Toyota exhibited conscious
indifference to the specific danger suffered by Alex, and more than a scintilla of
evidence establishes this point. As with most factual inquiries involving state of
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mind, the jury should be permitted to pass on Toyota’s conscious indifference in
this case.
CBNCLLJSHBN
For the foregoing reasons, the Court should deny Toyota’s motion.
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light of the Medicare Act. The Second Circuit reached this conclusion despite
Ninth Circuit precedent to the contrary. See 85 F.3d 1057 (1996).
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